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FARO
FARO (NASDAQ: FARO) develops and
markets computer-aided measurement
systems and software worldwide. The
portable coordinate measuring devices from FARO, together with their
industry-specific software solutions,
allow high-precision 3D measurements and 3D comparisons of parts
and complex systems directly within
assembly and production processes.
FARO measurement systems are used
anywhere where the most accurate
measurements are necessary. They
are used for inspecting components
and component assemblies, production planning and inventory documentation, as well as for the investigation
and reconstruction of accident sites
and crime scenes. They are also used
for digital scanning of historical sites.
30 years after its start in the market,
FARO has not only the best-selling
measurement arms in its product
range, but also the most successful laser measurement system in the
world – the Laser Tracker, and the Focus3D, a revolutionary 3D laser scanner for detailed measurement and
documentation with intuitive touch
screen control.
Today, approximately 10,000 customers worldwide with more than 20,000
installations have put their trust in
FARO measurement systems. They
can be found in the production and
quality assurance processes of leading companies such as ABB, Airbus,
Audi, Boeing, BMW, British Aerospace, Daimler, Ford, Goodyear Dunlop, Hewlett Packard, Honda, Johnson Controls, MAN, Miele, Porsche,
Siemens, SKF, and Volkswagen.
www.faro.com
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Why pictographs?
In the FARO News these icons will guide you through the different application fields of our 3D measurement
technology:

Inspection
Parts inspection and providing measurement reports are essential in today’s lean manufacturing environment.
They help reduce production waste and losses or down time due to nonconformance.

alignment
Precise alignments of any machine, fixture or part can make all the difference in the quality of the finished
product.

calibration
Calibration is required if initial setups of e.g. machine tools can’t stand the test of time and deviations appear.

Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineering allows us to create virtually anything we can touch. To record and reproduce real items, they
are digitized and displayed as fully surfaced CAD models using our 3D measurement technology.

as built Documentation
Our measurement devices are able to easily and quickly deliver documentation data of digitized buildings, process plants or objects.
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"The experts in Geometric Integration measuring technology at
BMW are quite satisfied with the Track ScanArm system."

user story

Roland SchlüSSl
Key Account Manager at FARO
04/2010

The FARO system is equally impressive for taking exterior as for interior measurements in Dingolfing and Regensburg.

Objective –
Leadership in Innovation
FARO has successfully combined three

tried-and-tested measuring systems in the
Track ScanArm. The mobile measuring
system is particularly impressive in the
measurement of entire vehicles, not least
as a result of its efficiency.
The BMW Group relies on the latest, state-ofthe-art technologies, in particular in development and production. In this context, the Track
ScanArm from FARO, which is used at the plants
in Dingolfing and Regensburg (both in Germany),
represents an equally clever and mobile measuring system in Geometric Integration measuring
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technology. What was required was a system for
recording tactile points and surfaces irrespective
of location, as well as wireless transfer rather
than via a tool. Calibration was therefore not to
be conducted by means of reference marks, as
this represents an uncertainty factor, for example because of the moving parts. The objective
was clearly non-contact wireless transfer – this
was the basic requirement of the system to be
procured. FARO’s Track ScanArm, which ideally
satisfied the requirement profile, was ultimately
ordered for the German plants.
The Track ScanArm combines the FARO
Laser Tracker, the seven-axis FaroArm Quantum
with a range of 2.4m, and the Laser Line Probe V3
scanner. The package is completed by Polyworks

software. All measuring systems can be linked
together by means of a common coordinate
system. The coordinate system can be calibrated
either by means of the laser tracker, by means of
tactile measurements by the FaroArm or through
scanned measurements. The coordinate system
is then transferred to each of the other systems,
for example from the tracker to the arm or vice
versa – and thus from any vantage point. As the
fixed base, the laser tracker either stands on
the tripod as in Regensburg or is hung from the
ceiling as in Dingolfing. The coordinate system is
transferred from the fixed base of the laser tracker
to the arm, irrespective of where it is located in
the respective measuring environment.
This means that you calibrate and can >>

– us er story B MW –

– 4 Good Reasons –

... why you should consider the
FARO Track ScanArm:

1

Combination of FaroArm and
tracker: Large range, small details
which are difficult to access, highest
precision

2

Benefit from the high accuracy of
both individual systems

3

While measuring with the arm it
is not necessary to be in line of
sight with the tracker. Thus you measure/ scan with real 6/7 free axes

4

Only one laptop necessary for the
control of both products 5 Laser
Tracker and ScanArm can also be
used indivuaally

www.measuring-arms.faro.com

www.faro.com/lasertracker

Inspection
Alignment

>> then carry out measurements – separate from
the tracker and without any visual contact – of both
the exterior nd the interior of the vehicle, with all
seven degrees of freedom. Tactile measurements or
the scanning of surfaces are ideal for precisely those
places that cannot be reached with the laser tracker.
The Track ScanArm ultimately combines the advantages of the laser tracker, tactile measuring arm and
laser scanner systems, supplemented by powerful
software and a computer.
FARO provided a suitable partner for the implementation of this ambitious project for the two Bavarian BMW plants simply because FaroArms have
already been successfully employed both in Regensburg and in Dingolfing for some ten years now. The
plant in Lower Bavaria alone currently has a wide
range of FaroArms from the Gold, Fusion and
Platinum series. The initial presentations of
the Track ScanArm were carried out as long
ago as 2006. The system finally became really interesting for metrologists when FARO
was also able to offer wireless vehicle network
transfer. Procurement was followed by the
installation phase, during which the specialists
from both partners contributed their expertise. The
Track ScanArm has been in operation as planned
since mid-2009. In the end, there were several reasons that spoke in favour of the FARO system compared to that of a competitor. These included not only
the price but also the fact that the quality experts at
both plants were already familiar with the measuring
arms and their high level of accuracy. There is also
the "monopoly position" resulting from the fact that
at the time FARO was the only company able to offer
wireless transfer of the vehicle network.
The range of tasks covered by geometric integration is extensive: the focus is on product qualification during the product development stage; or
pilot production, in order to get the suppliers' parts
up to series production standard and to ensure that
the entire vehicle is ready for production. This is
also followed by analysis in the series production
process whenever a component cannot be fitted as
required. In the course of the measurements required for testing, the Track ScanArm is regularly
employed throughout the entire vehicle, on both the
interior and exterior, in a very wide variety of ways.
The system is furthermore used for checking production tools and jigs. Assembly jigs are currently
being measured in Regensburg, so that it will be
possible to restore the current status of the C-frames
after retooling. In the case of these measurements,
the system is particularly impressive not only for its
mobility but also for perfect 'job-sharing': The measuring arm is used whenever measurements need to
be taken in locations that cannot be accessed by the
laser tracker.
The tracker is used, on the other hand, for measuring points at heights of up 3.0m which cannot be
reached with the measuring arm. The combination of
tracker, tactile measuring arm and laser scanner has
proven absolute stood the testing in both Dingolfing
and in Regensburg. Not least because transfer can
be carried out anywhere and the system offers all degrees of freedom – so that there are no limitations.
The specialists at BMW have also come to appreciate the mobility of the measuring system. The
Track ScanArm also plays a similarly important role

for the Regensburg plant as a replacement for and
a supplement to the underfloor measuring system,
in order to avoid capacity bottlenecks. If the stationary measuring machine is busy, the FARO system offers the flexibility of enabling positioning the
vehicle wherever there happens to be space at the
moment, and the measurements can then be carried
out there. In cases where the item to be inspected
can only be transported into the measuring area with
great difficulty, if at all, the Track ScanArm also offers the possibility of going straight to the part, for
example to the production line, in order to carry out
the measurements in situ.
Thanks to the portability of the system, the specialists in Geometric Integration can make considerable savings in terms of transport costs and time.
And when in this context the analysis is carried out
more quickly, it is of course also possible to respond
more quickly to any inaccuracies, which represents
a significant advantage particularly in the series production process. One essential bonus of this system
is the option of using each of the products individually – the tracker just as much as the tactile measuring arm and the laser scanner. Metrologists are
already making full use of this advantage, as when
the Track ScanArm is not needed at least one of the
individual products is used virtually every day. The
laser tracker suspended from the ceiling in Dingolfing represents an innovative solution: Any possibility
of contact by a person, a machine or anything else
can thus be excluded, thus achieving greater measurement precision.
"The tracker can also cover several workstations
as a result of its elevated position, and hence a
greater measurement volume. If the system is to be
deployed at a different location, its mobility is still
guaranteed, because all one has to do is wind down
the tracker head and pack it in the box, which might
take five minutes," stresses Matthias John, Senior
Laser Tracker Account Manager at FARO. The Track
ScanArm adds another element to the existing comprehensive array of measuring devices in Dingolfing
und Regensburg, and quite considerably increases
efficiency in the case of certain measuring tasks.
On this basis, the metrologists can select and utilise
the most effective measuring system available in
each case, for any application. This also applies especially with regard to the combination of scanning
and tactile measurement for large measurement volumes, and the possibility of mobile deployment on
the production line.
Roland Schlüßl, Key Account Manager at FARO
and responsible for BMW client support, sums it
up as follows: "The experts in Geometric Integration measuring technology at BMW are quite satisfied with the Track ScanArm system. And it's no
wonder, as the automotive industry is virtually predestined for the combination of these measuring
systems, because the components to be measured
are too large for the measuring arm, and the laser
tracker can do little on its own. Admittedly, we also
learned quite a lot in the course of the installation
process at BMW, and we were able to develop the
Track ScanArm even further in the process. Now the
package is absolutely 'spot on' and is already being
used by various other car manufacturers."
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" FARO’s support and laser measurement
technology was the key."

user story

Howard Bennett
Manufax
08/2008

Aerospace supplier meets tight deadlines using portable measurement tools
Manufax Engineering - a supplier for

major customers such as Airbus, BAE
Systems and Bombardier – uses the FARO
Laser Tracker.

As the competitive pressure increases in the
world of aircraft OEM manufacturers, there is a
need to lower costs and push for ongoing technological innovations. The demand for newer and
lighter materials make for a tough manufactur-
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ing environment. Add in digital manufacturing
and assembly technologies and the temperature
rises, not just for the OEMs but also for the aerospace supply chain. Stockport-based Manufax
Engineering is one such supplier meeting the
challenges head on with a series of high profile
success stories from major customers such as
Airbus, BAE Systems and Bombardier. Howard
Bennett, Sales Director for Manufax says,
”Both our UK and global client base are looking for preferred suppliers to take responsibility
for major tooling packages working closely with

Automation integrators such as ThyssenKrupp.”
Manufax recently delivered a £3+ million contract for the supply of A330 and A340 Assembly
Fixtures for Airbus, Filton. The turnkey contract
included the design, manufacture and installation of steady state assembly fixtures. To win
the contract, Manufax offered Airbus an aggressive timing program to meet Airbus production
demands. “The assembly fixtures currently being installed at Airbus Filton are on time and
on budget," says Howard proudly. To meet the
tight production schedule means working >>

– us er story Manufax–

– 4 good reasons –

With a very high measuring precision
the FARO Laser Tracker is the most
precise tracker measurement system
on the market.

1

Xtreme ADM: The laser beam can
be “intercepted” again in the air
at any time so that measuring can be
continued without delay. This is very
helpful, especially in barely accessible areas.

2

Instant-on: The laser tracker
doesn't require a warm-up phase.

3

Smart Warm-up: The broad range
of working temperatures combined with temperature compensation
to enable operation in almost any
environment.

4

SelfComp: Automated compensation (re-adjustment of encoder)
guarantees that the system measures
with maximum precision even under
difficult conditions.

>> 24-hour shifts in-house at Manufax and during the installation phase at Airbus Filton. Helping
them to increase capacity to handle this contract was the deployment of two FARO Laser
Tracker Xi. ”FARO’s support and computer
aided laser measurement technology gave us
one of the keys to achieve this project,” says
Howard. “Looking to the future, composite
materials will continue to play an everlarger
role in aircraft component manufacture, and
the recent purchase of the FARO measurement systems will give our company the additional flexibility
and capability to manufacture and inspect the tooling to support this.”

About Manufax
Manufax Engineering Limited has established over
the last 50 years an enviable reputation for supplying
a responsive, precision engineering service to OEM's
within the Aerospace, Nuclear, Automotive, Space and
Agricultural industries. The company offers a comprehensive range of engineering services ranging from the
manufacture of jigs and fixtures, a full CNC machining
capability through to a bespoke design, manufacture
and project management service for major tooling
packages.

www.manufax.net

www.faro.com/lasertracker
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"Thanks to the Laser Tracker we can now
work with even greater precision, and thus
reduce both costs and work load."

user story

Gian Luigi Panzeri
CEO of TSAsolutions SRL

03/2010

Certification of welding equipment for aluminium structures with the FARO Laser Tracker.

Serving the automotive industry
TSAsolutions S.r.l. (Italy) specialises in

ultra-modern solutions for the automotive
industry. Its CEO, Gian Luigi Panzeri, explains: "We investigate component feasibility by analysing technologies, materials,
costs and industrial production programmes, and provide support to the client
right up to the start of production."

In addition to definition of the engineering processes, the development of cutting dies, the manufacture of prototypes and the selection of joint-
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ing systems, particular importance is attributed
to the measurement and quality control that is
carried out throughout the entire workflow.
Gian Luigi continues, "As it is frequently
necessary to assemble large, complex components such as vehicle chassis or bonnets, we
have to produce die moulds and production tools
of some considerable size, some of which can be
up to six metres in length. At the same time we
have to adhere to dimensional tolerances in the
range of tenths of a millimetre. For this reason,
the measurement and checking phase is absolutely crucial."
In the search for a suitable measurement
solution at TSAsolutions, it was decided against

traditional, fixed machinery in favour of innovative products that can reduce measuring inaccuracies. "We decided to try out FARO products.
After just a few tests it was quite clear to us that
they are very accurate, flexible and easy-to-use
devices, which could give us a clear advantage
over other companies." Tests also confirmed that
it is possible to take high-precision measurements on large objects using the laser, which is
very important for TSAsolutions.
For that reason the company decided to acquire two FARO Laser Trackers, which are currently deployed at project building sites under
direction of TSAsolutions. Gian Luigi highlights
one of the most important advantages of us- >>

– user story TSA solutions–

– 4 good reasons –

Engineer Gian Luigi Panzeri, CEO of
TSAsolutions, pinpoints the following
advantages:

1

The Laser Tracker enables highquality measurements to be taken
with a volumetric accuracy ranging
from 0.049mm to 10m.

2

This is a sophisticated measuring
tool which can be used on the
shop floor and does not need a controlled environment. It is not affected
in the slightest by changes in ambient
temperature.

3

Thanks to the mobility of the
measuring device, it can be
taken to the measurement location,
enabling significant cost and timesavings.

4

The Laser Tracker is a very flexible measuring system, and easy
to use.

www.faro.com/lasertracker

Geometric equalisation process in the mapping phase in the welding / assembly process.

>> ing the Laser Trackers: "We used to bring most of
the heavy and large components and equipment to
the testing machines. In contrast, we now take the
small and mobile instruments straight to the parts
to be measured; as a result we can save on effort,
labour costs, expenditure, personnel and transport
facilities." All the processes and interventions can
thus be carried out more quickly, there is immediate feedback on the quality of the work, and wasted
time, interference and mix-ups between the departments are avoided. In short, the Laser Trackers
enable us to optimise production lines, as the
certification of equipment, the measurement
of parts and the monitoring of procedures
are extremely simple and flexible. The investment
is quickly paying off, thanks to shorter completion
times and the elimination of costs for transporting
the objects and appliances.” Gian Luigi Panzeri
sums it up precisely: "The FARO Laser Tracker is just
as accurate, if not more so, than traditional, fixed
machines. In addition to which, the measurement
is not compromised by external factors such as temperature, pollutants, etc. As a result, we can operate
better on site, with greater accuracy and reliability,
and reduce both costs and effort.”

About TSAsolutions
TSAsolutions S.r.l. (Italy) was established in 2006 and
specialises in the machining, casting and assembly
of components made of lightweight metals, such
as aluminium, magnesium and carbon fibre, which
are primarily used in the automotive industry. The
company currently has a workforce of 40 and can
offer advice relating to the technical development of
devices, equipment and production processes, on the
basis of analyses, tests and the creation of prototypes,
through to the commissioning of the installations.
Although the company is still young, TSAsolutions
already lists wellknown names such as Ferrari, Alcoa
and McLaren among its customers – evidence of the
high technological quality and great innovative power
of its products and services.

www.tsasolutions.it

Inspection
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"The FARO Laser Tracker represents great
value for money and ease of use."

user story

Claus Andreasen
Skykon’s measuring engineer
03/2010

Shaping the future of energy
Skykon specialises in moulds and plugs
for wind turbine rotors – a rapidly evolving
field that demands accuracy on a mammoth scale.

Wind energy is an important beacon of hope for
everyone interested in a cleaner and more sustainable energy supply. Today’s wind turbines
have capacities of up to 5 MW thanks to rotor
blades that can be over 50 metres long and weigh
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up to 18 tonnes. In this fast-changing environment where design refinements are introduced
almost daily, only one rule is infallible: greater
accuracy means greater efficiency.
Skykon is a recognised player in the rapidly
growing global wind energy sector Today every
second CNC-milled master plug being made for
the wind industry is a Skykon product. Behind
this remarkable success story was Skykon’s pioneering involvement in large-scale CNC-milling.
Having worked closely with the manufacturer on
the development of the world’s largest and most

precise 5-axis CNC-milling machine, Skykon
gained a head start and overtook many companies
that have been building blades for much longer.
“Skykon was founded because we saw the
future of the industry and set out to meet the
anticipated need” says Sales Director Michael
Andersen. “As pioneers we are always trying to
keep one step ahead and that is why we chose
the Faro Laser Tracker for our quality control and
alignment processes.”
The techniques and tools developed by Skykon allow the same high levels of accuracy >>

– us er story Skykon–

– 5 good reasons–

Claus Andreasen of Skykon says:

1

Price: The wind business is
booming but price still matters.
The FARO Laser Tracker was the right
investment for us.

2

Accuracy: To offer the world’s
most accurate 5-axis large-scale
CNC milling capabilities, we need
the most accurate measurement
tools.

3

Assurance: The FARO Laser
Tracker proves to our customers that we are delivering what we
promise.

4

Ease of use: I am very fond of
the FARO tools because they are
so easy to use. So I can easily train
someone to use them for when I am
absent.

5

People: The Faro team have gone
the extra mile to answer all our
questions.

www.faro.com/lasertracker

>> no matter how large the final product will be.
Skykon is now able to produce a single plug of up to
52 metres long directly from the plans. But working
in sections and using the Laser Tracker for alignment
means there is no limit to the final plug dimensions.
A master plug begins with a steel or wooden substructure then layers of fibreglass and other materials, followed by the paste. After the paste has dried,
the milling begins. Skykon has 3 milling machines
15 m, 29 m and 52 m long respectively. They are
suitable for milling all kinds of soft materials.
The 5-axis milling machine perfectly shapes
the plug to the exact specifications defined in
the CAD plans down to an accuracy of +/- 0.5
mm. The Laser Tracker Xi is then used to verify
that the end result is within the promised tolerance level.
Sometimes the customer wants the plug
produced in sections and for easier transport and assembly at the casting site. In this case, Skykon uses
the FARO Laser Tracker to align the assembly.
“The FARO Laser Tracker represents great value
for money and ease of use” says Skykon’s measuring engineer and the main user of the Laser Tracker
Claus Andreasen. “3D Scanners, FARO’s official reseller for Denmark, visited our site, training us how
to use the equipment and staying for long enough
to iron out any teething problems. We now have a
hardware and software combination that is really increasing productivity. It is a breeze to use.”

About Skykon
The Skykon Group comprises a range of the most
competent and experienced production facilities in the
wind turbine industry. They are a global supplier that,
in their different chosen fields, focus unswervingly
on quality and partnership. Skykon specialises in
the production of towers and composites where they
have years of experience in supplying to leading
wind mill manufacturers. Skykon is a member of key
sector organisations such as Vindmølleindustrien –
the Danish Wind Industry Organisation. They also
participate actively in initiatives, conferences and
campaigns organised by players such as Energymap.
dk, the Confederation of Danish Industry and the
European Wind Energy Association (EWEA).

www.Skykon.com

Inspection
Alignment
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user story

06/2007

The team at Kiel Foundry now saves 70% of time because they can carry out measurements on-site.

FARO Laser Tracker & FaroArm convince
through price/ performance, mobility and
accuracy
The Kiel Foundry (Gießerei Kiel, Germany) –
previously Caterpillar Motoren – is specialised in production of cylinder heads (110990kg) and cylinder blocks (3-54 tons).

For two years, the Kiel Foundry has employed the
FARO Laser Tracker X and two 12 foot FaroArms
during castings check for measuring components
and mark X, Y, Z coordinates for subsequent mechanical processing.
Before acquiring the FARO measuring sys-
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tem, the Kiel Foundry used a pillar measuring
machine which required transportation of all
parts to the machine by crane for measuring; an
intricate and time-consuming process. As the
measuring machine was old and partly defective,
they decided to purchase the Laser Tracker and
measuring arms from FARO in 2005.
With a working range of 70m and an accuracy of 0.011mm (0.0004”) large parts, assemblies and plants can be measured effectively and
precisely with laser technology.
The operation mode of the Laser Tracker is
very simple: A laser beam is projected onto a

mirrored spherical probe. From there, the laser beam is reflected back to the Laser Tracker.
Now the distance between the Laser Tracker
and the mirrored spherical probe can be determined via the reflected light waves. In addition,
the horizontal and vertical angle between the
Laser Tracker and the mirrored spherical probe
are determined. With the aid of these values
(one distance and two angles), the precise position of the mirrored spherical probe (X, Y and
Z) can now be defined. At Kiel Foundry large
cast-iron motor-drive housings (up to more than
50 tons) not only have to be checked >>

– us er story G ie SSerei Kiel–

– 4 good reasons –

The measuring arm can be mounted
and operated very easily, regardless of
the surface being worked on.

1

Mobility: Large and heavy components must no longer be transported to the measuring machine.
Quality control can be completed
on-site with the measuring arm. A
patented temperature compensator
assures reliable measurement results.

2

Flexibility: Thanks to the use of
multiple rotary axles, the measuring probe can be positioned at the
point to be measured, even if it is
difficult to reach.

3

Counterbalance: The internal
weight counterbalance in the
FaroArm enables measurements to be
completed beneath its clamping frame
and allows unencumbered work.

4

Universal mounting: The measuring arm can be mounted and
operated very easily, regardless of the
surface being worked on.

www.faro.com/lasertracker

Inspection
Alignment

A laser beam is projected onto a mirrored spherical probe.

>> after casting, but also have to be marked to
allow for subsequent alignment of the CNC
processing machine at the customer’s site in order
to leave enough material for metal removal. During
the measurement, the Laser Tracker is set up about
10m from the motor block in a raised position enabling measurement of three sides of
the motor block at the same time. Several
magnetic nests which can hold the mirrored
spherical probe are applied to the three sides
of the casting via hot melt adhesive and are
then measured by the Laser Tracker.
Afterwards, the FaroArm is positioned in sections
with the aid of at least three magnetic nests to enable
the actual detailed measurements as well as the application of the markings. This system – also known
as FARO TrackArm – is a measuring system which allows for fully flexible measurements with six degrees
of freedom; including masked edges and undercuts
behind the actual measuring object and without direct sight to the Tracker which can be up to 35m
away from the measuring object.
The FARO TrackArm is able to take over the target
function of the Laser Tracker without delay and without the need to record referencing points. This means
that a probe is available at a distance of up to 35m
from the Laser Tracker.
This probe then allows for six unrestricted degrees of freedom which reach up to 3.6m depending on which type of FaroArm is employed. The
new system enabled Kiel Foundry to significantly
reduce the logistic effort as compared to the traditional measurement method as the transport of the

parts to the measurement machine by crane was no
longer necessary.
The actual measurement time could also be reduced. Most importantly, the component can now
enter the following process quicker, eliminating
the bottleneck during the measuring and marking
phase. In figures, the lead time compared to the
old measuring system could be reduced by 70%!
Be fore using the FARO system, 314 parts could be
measured in 2 to 3 shifts. Now it's 388 parts in only
1 to 2 shifts.
This equals an amount of 1 to 3 measured parts
per shift as opposed to just 0.5 to 2 parts per shift.
Thus the measurement of a 9 cylinder motor now
takes 840 minutes as compared to 1140 minutes
with the old system. The reduction of the lead time
by 70% results from the simultaneous work of two
employees (work time reduction 30%).
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"We have found the FARO Laser Tracker to be a
very powerful tool. It has many applications."

user story

Tim Watsonl
Predictive Maintenance Specialist, Oglethorpe
08/2009

Oglethorpe Power Corp. trims turbine
upgrade schedule with the FARO Laser
Tracker
During a turbine upgrade project at Rocky

Mountain Hydro Electric Plant, Oglethorpe
Power Corporation was tasked with finding
ways to trim the schedule. By using a FARO
Laser Tracker for alignment & reverse engineering tasks, they were able to save hours
on the project and provide more accurate
and reliable results.

Rocky Mountain Hydro Electric Plant is a pumped
storage facility located in the Appalachian
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mountains of Northwest Georgia, with all operations and maintenance controlled by Oglethorpe.
Oglethorpe is the nation’s largest power supply
cooperative which provides electricity to 4.1 million Georgia citizens.
The Rocky Mountain pumped storage facility features an upper reservoir on a plateau
at the top of Rock Mountain and a lower reservoir that wraps partially around the base of
the mountains. Two auxiliary reservoirs located
adjacent to the lower reservoir function as storage pools for make-up water during dry weather
conditions. The generating facility houses three
reversible pump/turbine motor/generator units

that are connected to reversible Francis pump
turbines rated at 353,000 horsepower at a flow
of 17,200 cfs which operate at 225 rpm. Based
on projected load forecast for the next 5-10
years, Oglethorpe Power determined the most
cost effective way to increase system capacity
was to upgrade the three units at Rocky Mountain Hydro Electric Plant.
During the planning and scheduling process
of the Unit 3 turbine upgrade project Oglethorpe
was tasked with finding ways to trim the schedule.
Laser technology can be used to perform critical
measurements for “as found” and “as left” conditions pertaining to disassembly and reas- >>

– us er story O glethorpe–

– 4 good reasons –

The Laser Tracker is the most precise
tracker measurement system on the
market. It offers a measuring precision of up to 0.025mm.

1

Xtreme ADM: The laser beam can
be “intercepted” again in the air
at any time so that measuring can be
continued without delay. This is particularly helpful, especially in areas
that are barely accessible.

2

Instant-on: The laser tracker is
operational immediately without a
warm-up phase.

3

Smart Warm-up: The broad range
of working temperatures combined with temperature compensation
to enable operation in almost any
environment.

4

SelfComp: Automated compensation (re-adjustment of encoder)
guarantees that the system measures
with maximum precision even under
difficult conditions.

www.faro.com/lasertracker

Reverse Engineering
Alignment

>> sembly of their pumped storage turbine and generator. During the demonstration of the FARO Laser
Tracker, supervisors and engineers were amazed with
the equipment and the possible uses.
Measurement of wicket gate bore alignment is
typically a very time-consuming process. The commonly used methods typically require a significant
amount of setup time at each wicket gate. In this
project, engineers would need to check the alignment
of the three bores. The traditional method for obtaining this measurement involved hanging piano wire
through the centre of the bores. A large plumb bob
submerged in oil for damping movement would
hang on the end of the wire. The bores would then
be checked relative to the wire using an electric
micrometer. If it was determined that line boring
would be required, the entire setup would have to
be removed for boring and then replaced afterwards
for a quality control check.
This process requires quite a few man hours to
perform. Since they needed to measure a total of
twenty gates with three bores each, management
and engineering personnel at Rocky Mountain realized a great potential for time-savings if these measurements could be expedited. For this application,
technicians needed to take measurements straight
down from the top bore. This is not physically possible in the standard or vertical orientation of the
Laser Tracker — these measurements would require
mounting the Laser Tracker horizontally.
Oglethorpe designed and constructed a custom
adapter made out of aircraft aluminum, and worked
with FARO technicians to modify and download different software to slow down the speed of the gyros.
This saved numerous man hours during the initial
line bore checks. After the line boring was complete,
they again measured the bores to ensure they maintained the specified tolerances.
At Rocky Mountain, the turbine/ generator
thrust bearing lube oil cooling is provided by four

tube-type heat exchangers, per unit, mounted in the
thrust bearing housing. The heat exchangers consist
of a bronze tube sheet, several stainless steel tube
support sheets, and various loops of finned copper
tubing. The copper tubing had developed leaks on
several occasions. This failure allowed mixing of the
cooling water and lube oil.
Repair consisted of draining the thrust oil, entering the thrust bearing to determine which tube
was leaking, and plugging the failed tube. As more
tubes were plugged and cooling capacity decreased, the management staff at Rocky Mountain determined a spare cooler would be of great
value. This would allow leaking coolers to be replaced while defective coolers were sent out for
re-tubing. With the upgrade of Unit 3, all coolers
would be removed and re-tubed. During this time
it was determined that one of the coolers would be
used to create engineering drawings for the manufacture of additional coolers.

Summary
Richard Weekley, Craft Supervisor for Oglethorpe sums
it up best: “We continue to improve our processes in
each of the applications with the FARO Laser Tracker.
The time to complete tasks has and continues to
decrease as we learn new methods and tricks. We
have faced some challenges due to involvement with a
relatively new and not yet widely used technology for
this industry, but persistence does pay in the form of
precise measurements and the satisfaction of learning
and working with a very interesting technology.”
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user story

01/2009

FARO Laser Tracker & KUKA KR 1000 titan

Every position is perfect
Kuka industrial robots work with precise
position commands.
KUKA Roboter GmbH in Augsburg, Germany, is
a world leader in the manufacture of industrial
robots. Individually produced to customer speci-
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fications, the robots must achieve maximum
precision. Both their position measurement and
their validation play a vital part in this. When
the robots' positioning has to be very precise
the FARO Laser Tracker is being employed. The
high precision portable coordinate measuring
machine (CMM) calculates exact positions by

means of a laser beam. The robots are set up in
particular positions at the measuring stations in
order to measure the required positional data.
Afterwards, the free parameters are optimised
and the measured values are fed back into the
control algorithms. In the next step the robots
move to other positions in the quality con- >>

– us er story KUKA –

– 4 good reasons –

For the most precise tracker measurement system on the market. Measuring precision up to 0.025mm.

1

Xtreme ADM: The laser beam can
be “intercepted” again in the air
at any time so that measuring can be
continued without delay. This is particularly helpful, especially in areas
that are barely accessible.

2

Instant-on: The laser tracker is
operational immediately without a
warm-up phase.

3

Smart Warm-up: The broad range
of working temperatures combined with temperature compensation
to enable operation in almost any
environment.

4

Self- Comp: Automated compensation (re-adjustment of encoder)
guarantees that the system measures
with maximum precision even under
difficult conditions.

Spectacular development of the KR 1000 titan robot from KUKA. With all axes stretched upwards this robot is
almost 4m tall and can handle a working load of 1,000kg.

>> trol check to collect the associated positional
data with the tracker. Thanks to this validation, potential system errors can be totally ruled out. Dr
Dietmar Tscharnuter, Team Manager of one of the
mechanical departments explains: "The robots
are manufactured individually and therefore have
to be measured individually after completion of
the assembly. This is an elaborate procedure.
Due to the high precision requirements, it is not

just the type-specific defaults that are checked. The
control algorithms are modified as well." Recalling
the 'classic' determination of measured values
used until just a few years ago is like travelling
back in time. Because in the past, the robot had to
move to four points and, as far as possible, reach a
'point-to-point position'. The deviations between
the points were assessed visually – a rather subjective measuring method.

about KUKA
In 2007 the German high tech company KUKA
Roboter GmbH produced 9,000 robots with a total
staff of 2,000. Apart from customers in the automotive industry, KUKA also supplies the food industry
with 'wash-down robots' for hygienic areas and 'seat
test robots' for the furniture and aviation industries.
KUKA robots even starred in the James Bond film
'Die Another Day' – together with Pierce Brosnan and
Halle Berry.

www.kuka.com
www.faro.com/lasertracker

Reverse Engineering
Alignment

KUKA uses two FARO Laser Trackers for position measurement of robots.
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“We decided to buy the FARO Laser Tracker after we received
an on-site demonstration, which proved the product really
could achieve accurate measurements quickly,”

user story

Peter Evans
Quality Manager

04/2010

Converteam use the Laser Tracker to measure electrical rotors of up to 4.5 metre diameter.

FARO Laser Tracker improves
efficiency and accuracy of
quality checks for Converteam
Power conversion specialist trust Laser

Tracker to carry out sophisticated measurements and quality checks.

Converteam has a history of over 100 years
in electrical technology, serving international
markets and is a worldwide specialist in power
conversion, providing customised solutions to
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convert electrical energy through the application of technology in drives, controls, motors and
generators. Its customers operate in four main
markets: marine, oil & gas, energy and industry
as well as in many other more specialised areas.
The quality assurance department at
Converteam UK has been using the FARO
Laser Tracker since January 2008. The team
use the Laser Tracker both to measure electrical
rotors of up to 4.5 metre diameter and to help

with the alignment of base plates and bearings
of the motors.
Previously, quality checks were carried out
using hard hand-measurement tools, patterns
and templates. On some occasions, contractors
were used who brought in their own equipment
where necessary in order to carry out more sophisticated measurements.
“We decided to buy the FARO Laser Tracker
after we received an on-site demonstra- >>

– us er story Con v erteam–

– 4 good reasons –

The Laser Tracker is the most precise
tracker measurement system on the
market. It offers a measuring precision of up to 0.025mm.

1

Xtreme ADM: The laser beam can
be “intercepted” again in the air
at any time so that measuring can be
continued without delay. This is particularly helpful, especially in areas
that are barely accessible.

2

Instant-on: The laser tracker is
operational immediately without a
warm-up phase.

3

Smart Warm-up: The broad range
of working temperatures combined with temperature compensation
to enable operation in almost any
environment.

4

SelfComp: Automated compensation (re-adjustment of encoder)
guarantees that the system measures
with maximum precision even under
difficult conditions.

Converteam has a history of over 100 years in electrical technology, serving international markets.

>> tion, which proved the product really could
achieve accurate measurements quickly,” said
Peter Evans, Quality Manager in the quality assurance team. “Since January we have
been able to achieve significant time and cost
savings using the Laser Tracker, and the ability to use the product in situ really has made
it indispensible,” he continued. The Quality
Assurance team is currently considering the
possibility of purchasing a FARO Gage for the measurement of precision made shafts.

About Converteam
Converteam is a worldwide specialist in power conversion. They provide customised solutions to convert
electrical energy through optimum application of
technology in drives, controls, motors and generators. Their customers operate in four main markets:
marine, oil & gas, energy and industry as well as
in many specialized areas. Their extensive offering
– from design-only to turnkey systems, installation
and commissioning – is backed by a full range of
services.

www.Converteam.com

www.faro.com/lasertracker

Inspection
Alignment
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user story

06/2008

ALMA radio telescope has been assembled in Chile's Atacama Desert by french company Duqueine with the help of the FARO Laser Tracker.

World’s Largest Radio Astronomical
Project in the Atacama Desert in Chile
Duqueine autumn 2008, several engineers

and technicians from Duqueine, based near
Lyon, France, which specialises in the production of high-performance composites,
went to the Andean mountains in Chile to
built world's largest radio telescope.
Not on holiday, but to assemble two carbon composite semi-paraboloids for the first antenna in
the series of European interferometric radio telescopic antennas, known by the acronym ALMA
(Atacama Large Millimetre Array): in 2012,
about sixty antennas will be operational.
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A unique adventure for them and for the company, which has opened up a niche market through
the size and precision of its components. The
astronomers want the very best conditions for
observing the stars. ALMA is the largest radio astronomical project in the world, situated
on a unique site in the Atacama Desert on the
Chajnantor Plateau, at an altitude of more than
5,000m. The site offers exceptional conditions:
cloudless skies and very dry, clear air. Each antenna collects its share of radio waves which are
then transmitted by cable to the permanent station, situated lower down at an altitude of around
2,900m. But the real speciality of ALMA is interferometry: the information produced by each

antenna is 'added up', turning the 60 antennas
into a single gigantic radio telescope with a size
varying between 160 x 250m in a compact configuration to up to 15km in diameter, depending
on the arrangement of the antennas The ALMA
project is an international collaboration between
Europe, Japan and North America in cooperation
with Chile. (thanks to special vehicles, as each
complete antenna weighs 100t). The European
antennas are built by the AEM consortium (Alcatel Alenia Space, European Industrial Engineering SrL, MT Aerospace) and by their subcontractors including Duqueine.
"It was a tough struggle to break into the market for the antenna reflector, because it is a >>

– us er story D uQueine–

– 4 good reasons –

The Laser Tracker is the most precise
tracker measurement system on the
market. It offers a measuring precision of up to 0.025mm.

1

The laser beam can be “intercepted” again in the air at any
time so that measuring can be continued without delay. This is particularly
helpful, especially in areas that are
difficult measure.

2

Instant on: The laser tracker is
operational immediately without a
warm-up phase.

3

Smart warm-up: The broad range
of working temperatures combined with a temeperature compensation technology enables operation in
alomost any environment.

4

SelfComp: Automated compensation (re-adjustment of encoder)
guarantees that the system measures
with maximum precision even under
difficult conditions.

www.faro.com/lasertracker

Inspection

The first in a series of 25, the carbon composite dish antenna made by Duqueine owes much of its precision to
the FARO Laser Tracker..

>> prestigious European reference project. We landed it at the end of 2006," says Jérôme Aubry, Head of
Marketing and Sales at Duqueine, with pride.
Every micrometre counts
At the heart of the antenna, the parabolic dish collects the radio waves and concentrates them on the
receiver at the focal point. "The parabola has a diameter of 12m, a height of 3m and weighs 5t. The
parabolic surface must not deviate from the ideal
form by more than ±1.5mm. "Such precision
is required as the brackets fo the micrometric control system are fixed to this surface,"
explains Francis Sedeilhan, the project leader
and initiator. As soon as the contract was
landed, work began.
The parabola was defined geometrically
(dimensions and tolerances) and functionally (rigidity, expansivity, and wind resistance for example)
but it had to be designed in detail. The design office
at Duqueine (around 30 engineers) tackled the job
with a 'design to cost' approach. The material used
is AC G carbon material with a very high modulus of
394 GPa. Molds had to be created on which the precut panels were laid, and the production sequence
had to be defined (cutting of carbon and assignment
to kits, placing, baking temperature and cycle, cutting of pieces by water jet etc.).
Each parabolic dish is assembled from 16 petals (slices), each created by gluing together 15 pieces. All assembly work is performed on a jig under
the implacable eye of a FARO Laser Tracker X. For
ease of transport, the reflector is divided into two
semi-parabolas. This is the reason for the engineers'
trip to Chile. They have to ensure the two pieces fit
perfectly… but for the first antenna only.

5 tons of weight, 3 metres tall and 12 metres in diameter.

About Duqueine
The company was established in 1982 by Gilles
Duqueine for the sports, leisure and competition
market. In 2001, only twenty or so individuals worked
for the company. Today the Group employs 340
people, generating annual sales of £19.7 million
(35% export). Over three sites, 60% of work is for the
aerospace industry, 25% for manufacturing and 15%
for sports and competition. massieu in the Department
l'Ain, 30km from Lyon, 6,800m2 , has 160 employees. nantes (acquisition of Bretagne Composites end
of 2007), 6,000m2, 120 employees. 95% for the
aerospace industry with the Airbus factory nearby.
timişoara, Romania, 4,000m2, 50% manufacturing
industry, 40% sports leisure (40,000 bicycle wheels
p.a.) and 10% aerospace.

www.Duqueine.fr/uk

Alignment
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"Traditional methods of checking and aligning parts on large structures
such as Ares I-X are still used, but the Laser Tracker technology has
established itself as the main quality tool for the job,"

user story

04/2010

Pete Veneris,
Quality Assurance Specialist at NASA

FARO Laser Tracker used in
NASA’s Ares I Project
NASA Langley Research Center is facilitat-

ing the build-up of the Ares I Crew Module,
the Launch Abort System and the Separation Ring Assembly. With the high accuracy
requirements when building these items, the
Research Center has turned to laser tracker
technology. Laser trackers are recognized
in the aerospace industry for their portability, ease-of-use and their ability to achieve
extremely high accuracy levels.
Space exploration has fascinated humans for
centuries. In 1969, the world watched in amazement as man first landed on the moon. Since
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1981, NASA has been traveling into space using the Space Shuttle (officially called the Space
Transportation System, or STS). Each shuttle was
originally designed for a lifespan of 100 launches or 10 years of operational life. In 2010, the
Space Shuttle is planned to be retired from service and will later be replaced by the Orion crew
exploration vehicle. Making its first flights to the
International Space Station by the middle of the
next decade, Orion is part of the Constellation
Program which will send human explorers back
to the moon, and then onward to Mars and other
destinations in the solar system.
Future astronauts will ride into orbit on Ares
I, which uses a single five-segment solid rocket
booster, a derivative of the Space Shuttle’s solid
rocket booster. In 2009, NASA’s first test flight

is planned to launch. This test flight, called Ares
I-X, will provide NASA with an early opportunity to
test and prove the hardware, facilities and ground
operations associated with the Ares I crew launch
vehicle. Data collected will begin to confirm the
vehicle as a whole is safe and stable in flight before astronauts begin traveling into orbit.
NASA Langley Research Center, located in
Hampton, Virginia, is facilitating the buildup of
the Ares I Crew Module, the Launch Abort System and the Separation Ring Assembly. With the
high accuracy requirements when building these
items, the Research Center has turned to laser
tracker technology. Laser trackers are recognized
in the aerospace industry for their portability,
ease-of-use and their ability to achieve extremely
high accuracy levels. The demand for this >>

– us er story KUKA –

– 4 good reasons –

For the most precise tracker measurement system on the market. Measuring precision up to 0.025mm.

1

Xtreme ADM: The laser beam can
be “intercepted” again in the air
at any time so that measuring can be
continued without delay. This is particularly helpful, especially in areas
that are barely accessible.

2

Instant-on: The laser tracker is
operational immediately without a
warm-up phase.

3

Smart Warm-up: The broad range
of working temperatures combined with temperature compensation
to enable operation in almost any
environment.

4

Self- Comp: Automated compensation (re-adjustment of encoder)
guarantees that the system measures
with maximum precision even under
difficult conditions.

>> technology is continuing to increase as people
realize how integrating laser trackers into their processes increases accuracy, facilitates build routines
and provides real-time data acquisition. For Ares
I-X, the FARO Laser Tracker is an integrated part of
the fabrication process to assure the accuracy of the
final product.
The Research Center chose the FARO
Laser Tracker due to its cost, portability and accuracy. “We already had certain expectations for
what laser trackers should be able to do,” said Pete
Veneris, Quality Assurance Specialist at NASA Langley Research Center. “We are pleased with the FARO
Laser Tracker’s compact and lightweight tracking
head that is quick to set up and to relocate. Also,
the unit’s ability to immediately connect to the beam
after it has been broken is a real time saver.”
From beginning to end the Laser Tracker has
facilitated the establishment of the most accurate
Flight Test Article (FTA) possible. In the beginning,
precision layouts on large surface tables were essential to aligning the large build components of the
Launch Abort System (LAS). During the installation
of permanent fasteners, the Laser Tracker was used
to monitor any movement in the parts and help technicians maintain critical tolerances that were on the
engineering drawings. On the Crew Module (CM) upper bulkhead assembly, the Laser Tracker was used
for critical template alignments. These templates
assured the holes were accurately aligned so that
the CM and LAS would fit together correctly
when the time came to mate the two pieces of
hardware together.
Another key use of the Laser Tracker is in establishing a model coordinate system that is an
exact replica of the engineering CAD model. This
makes the use of build points possible where large
parts of the structure can be tweaked into the cor-

rect alignment system with other existing FTA components. Spatial Analyzer Software worked flawlessly
for the FARO Laser Tracker in helping to effectively
manage the entire buildup of the Ares I-X CM LAS.
“Traditional methods of checking and aligning
parts on large structures such as Ares I-X are still
used, but the Laser Tracker technology has established itself as the main quality tool for the job,”
said Veneris. “Everything else is secondary. In the
end, the official build procedures were verified with
the Laser Tracker.”

www.faro.com/lasertracker

Reverse Engineering
Alignment
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Things to know &
important links
FAIRS & ROADSHOWS
Find out about upcoming
events to meet the FARO team.
www.faro.com/uk/events
FARO MEASUREMENT
SYSTEMS
Our 3D measurement systems
make measuring complex
objects easy. Find out more
about our products.
www.faro.com/products
GET A FREE DEMO!
We measure your parts on-site
and show you how measuring
tasks can be solved with portable 3D systems.
www.faro.com/demo
ONLINE-SUPPORT CENTER
Find the answer to your
questions in our Online Support
Center.
www.faro.com/support

IMPROVE YOUR HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE KNOWLEDGE FOR
FREE!
Find out which webinar is
coming up.
www.faro.com/webinar
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Do you want to learn more
about quality control, measurement methods and software systems? Then improve your knowledge by visiting our website.

subscribe to the monthly
e-newsletter
to receive interesting news and
tips & tricks on how to measure
more efficiently.
www.faronews.com
Social Media Links

www.faro-Europe.com/Q-A
FREE WHITE PAPERS
Improve your knowledge about
3D measurement.
www.faro.com/whitepaper
ROI CALCULATOR
Save time and money by using
FARO measurement equipment.
Our ROI calculator shows you
how much you can save.

www
.faro-europe.com/
ROI
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